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Karike Ashworth, Alrey Batol, Tayla Haggarty and Sancintya Simpson - Interview with Brianna Borg-Smith

Karike, Pin Cushion (2015) and many other works of yours are very personal. What do you think is achieved when bringing the personal, or the private, into the public? 
How do you imagine the personal subject matter of the work impacts the viewer?

The art that I make (and like) is art that reflects on and exposes established truths in society. And, to this end, I employ socially uncomfortable or taboo topics/  
materials in my work as a strategy to problematise or disrupt socially accepted norms, like, for example, what is nominally considered private. The fact that my 
research material is always derived from a personal incident I don’t think is actually what is important or interesting about my work. It may draw people in, sure, 
but when people get beyond the intrigue of the personal (of my personal) I hope they see that it is positioned within Western social culture in a way that self-
consciously explores the interplay of the introspective personally engaged self with the cultural. And, in this way, although remaining true to my own personal 
memoir and lived experience, it transcends the personal.

For Pressure Sensitive (2015), you used blu-tack to create delicate relief sculptures on the wall. What made you use this particular medium? How does each sculpture relate 
to the next? 
 
These works came from absentminded doodling in my studio. I am working on a large, fairly laborious work at the moment where I’m using blu-tack to stick strips 
of paper onto the ceiling of my studio. It is a tedious and frustrating process which I am not enjoying doing. I had two clean white walls in my studio, and one day 
I started intuitively ‘playing’ on the walls with the blu-tack. For two days as it turns out! They were the result of an attempt to escape from the drudgery of what is 
mostly an everyday struggle for me in the studio. I found them playful and really fun to make. Usually my work is not fun to make...

I think they are sweet and sensitive little things that reflect a certain kind of consciousness. I think this stream-of-consciousness, gestural-type drawing or script is 
charming and also intimate. Having first made them in my studio on my permanent walls, I could not transport them to Boxcopy so I had to recreate them on 
the Boxcopy wall. The ‘pressure’ of recreating them I think took something away from the original doodles but I’m still happy with the result. I positioned some 
of them as pieces that are set apart from others, and others which seem connected to, or conversation with, each other or to the wall. I like that they are made 
from an unseen and often discarded material which is used to put artworks (or didactics) up rather than be the artwork. It elevates the material, in the same way 
it elevates the studio doodle from the ‘real‘, or more serious artwork. And, similarly, it elevates small, personal or intimate things or struggles from the more public 
(and conceivably more relevant or significant) aspects of life.

Alrey, your work explores the effects of capitalism and materialism in everyday life. In what ways do you embody these ideas or themes in your work? What are you aiming 
for the viewer to experience when they encounter your works?

DIY JB HI-FI is kind of a first for me, in that it makes into reality some economic theories I’ve been researching. The method is a little different too, but if 
you’re asking about my works in general, they usually are more qualitative than quantitative. It strives to go beyond banners and slogans. And thanks to my 
brush with phenomenology and past history of intervention art I find critiquing this so much easier in that I’m engaging with people in dialogue rather than  
monologue (i.e. stories relevant to my childhood etc.). Some works especially on the intervention side kinda aims to test people to some limits. My favourite and  
ongoing one (not really one for an art prize) is changing the times on a bus stop timetables (with a new printout and special screwdriver bits), so it’s less  
politically didactic and totally participatory and ‘immersive’.  Although I got in trouble by a friend who said I was picking on the plebs, but I have a view that nothing  
should discriminate (zen thing). In a nutshell, it usually tries to implicate the viewer. One notable thing also is how I don’t stick with one medium. There are two reasons  
why artists stick to one medium, for craft and career (marketability). Don’t get me wrong, I aim for these too. I just have to work harder in that I make sure to 
master a medium rather than skim the surface (i.e. video). Anyway the reason for many mediums is the nature of capitalism is expansive so staying with one thing is  
counterproductive in its critique. I’m also career minded so its been a bit of a challenge not to be known for one thing. Also contradicts the critique and that’s 
kinda how I roll.

What key concepts were you exploring for your work DIY JB HI-FI (2015) at Boxcopy? How does the work specifically present these ideas?

Obvious one would be *value (look up labor theory of value in economics). Key concept would be peoples’ reaction to how silently absurd the whole process 
seems (all that effort to remake a catalogue). But then hopefully they start peeling some layers and find the actual gesture (how they would find this is what makes 
an artist succeed or fail), which isn’t much an artistic gesture, and more an ontological one (then touches on politics). That’s what I mean when I say beyond banners 
and slogans (monologue)… without saying the p-word, certain things trigger certain things in peoples’ viewing of art (dialogue), not necessarily on an interactive or 
interventionist level (which is actually most of my works), but can be abstract too (although not with language) but through the gesture or process being something 
that stands for something bigger. With DIY JB HI-FI I even included the gesture or evidence of labor and craft to outline the workings of value. What is the value 
of one edition, recycled from the most frivolous form of shopping media? When the viewer sees some shitty handcrafted pieces of paper with poor printing and 
then realize what it is and the effort it took to make it and then they assign some value in it, isn’t that the classic story of art?



Tayla, your installation pieces often use unassuming everyday objects such as a brick or a wheelbarrow, to create moments of tension and balance. What made you decide 
to work with these objects? How does the way in which they are arranged relate back to your interest in queer and feminine identity? 

My choice in employing everyday utilitarian objects within my work is fixed down to relevance and symbolism. They are chosen specifically to create metaphoric 
imagery or employ a subtle sexual pun. The works conceptually delve into the everyday experience of identifying as a lesbian feminist, so I felt it were only natural 
to use things I come across in my everyday to give example to these familiarities. The way in which the works are arranged is crucial to the whole purpose of the 
installation or sculptural piece. Formally there are often two mirrored forms indicative of a same sex couple. They often appear opposite to each other in some 
sort of combat or comical dance but are always on the same level. This status of sameness or equality is key in my interest in queer and feminist identity. 

What do you think the advantages are to using everyday objects to express queer experience? What kinds of experiences are you trying to express?

The obvious advantages of utilizing everyday objects would be they are easily accessible, can be assembled in large quantity to allow for trial and error and obtain a 
level of familiarity. This element of familiarity is key not only to my self as the artist but within my intentions for the viewer.  The experiences or elements explored 
are frequently taken from queer personal narratives and include moments of sexual tension sameness, duality and equality; however it is the sharing of an abstract 
sense of these elements generated by the formal qualities in the work that my works seek to articulate. I feel that by using the everyday object, the formal cues 
immediately becomes familiar and accessible to the general public, attempting to avoid any exclusive nature (whether this be from a contemporary art or queer 
community).

What kind of thought-process or research did you undertake when constructing Clam-adoration (2015)? How does the work create moments of tension and balance and 
explore ideas of queer and feminine identity in a way that may be different from your other works? 
 
Aside from never using wheelbarrows before, this work was quite different to other works I have made in the past. The concepts I have previously worked with 
delved into current experiences, making reference to the now or proposing a hypothetical situation that could unfold. This work however was a reflection and 
drew from childhood memories by unearthing memories of early queer experiences. The research I undertook was to actually look at personal diaries from the 
ages of about 7-12, while at the same time reading into some feminist and queer texts by writers such as Harmony Hammond, Amy Goodloe, Calhoun, Cheshire 
and Bracha L. Ettinger.

Sancintya, how did your rap-persona CHICHI MA$ALA come about?

My rap persona CHICHI MA$ALA was constructed as an alter ego to critique experiences that I personally felt I couldn’t control. I was spending time with other 
mixed-race woman and finding we all had mutual experiences of racism, specifically flirty racism. Backhand insults to our family and our heritage/culture or people 
blatantly positioning us as different and deciding our cultures for us. The lack of control we felt we had was relevant, especially when it came to sexuality and how we 
were defined. The women would come together with a sense of sistahood, dancing to hip-hop together. As this was something that connected me with a sense of 
solidarity and understanding, and was a form of expression, the women I am making the work for felt strongly about I began developing my rap persona.  Although 
that itself was a whole other issue, as I had no musical experience beforehand and rapping itself is a complex art. I was very fortunate to have a lot of people help 
me throughout the project, which was an amazing thing coming together in solidarity to look at these issues of racial stereotyping and racism in Australia.

Your music video Mixed Girl Militia (2015) disrupts racial stereotypes by acting as a means of self-representation. Why do you think it’s important to critique the  
experiences of young-mixed raced women in Australia?

I have found in my research there has been very few studies on the experiences of mixed-race people in Australia and in particular acknowledge of the subtle 
racism they face. As someone from a generation born when Pauline Hanson had a stronghold in government, and not so long since the White Australia Policy 
was abolished – mixed-race couples were/are becoming more normal. But growing up in school we were definitely a minority compared to today. The effects 
of this racism aren’t really acknowledged by most people and is quite insidious, so I felt it needed to be addressed, especially with mixed-race relationships  
becoming more commonplace. I felt the issues of the mixed-race women I was meeting made it even more pertinent; this weird sexism combined with racism  
was so commonplace in all our experiences and in popular culture too. So for myself I used popular culture and the specific forms that were playing a role  
in this experience. 
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